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EXECUTIVE itliqkh.RY

At a February 12, 1982, meeting. between Division of Quality

-Assurance [DM] personnel 'and Advancet.Technology quality, control

[QC] ,project staff, issues. facing_ the S4tse Two study were

'discussed. While tentative agreement was,reached on,thOse

issues, DQA iequested that Advanced Technology write a paper
I

proposing conceptual framework for the Stage Two QC system

ign and testing project.- In response. to `hat request, this

paper considers: .

,.
1

1-

The objectives of the PellsOC system and the general
definition of QC

, .
, r

,

.

ThepArposes of the gtage'TWo QC system design and. -

testing project

3 Generic approaches to- the dwielopment oX the QC system

, Alternative configurations for the/Pell-QC System
4

The latter'two'areas--tbe approach used:to develop the QC
&

system and its ultimate configurati n or interface with tht; Pell
*

delivery system--are critical' issues that need Immediate resolu-

tion for the.. Stage TW1.-study to proceed. Based on e,detoiltd

analysis of alternatives in both areai, Advanced Technology
a

recommends:

The use of,a strategic and,modular app5oach to QC sys-
tem development that will facilitate the incremental
'development of the most essential subsystems

Pending completion of the functional analysis in Stage
Two, endorsement of a combined Ants/a/automated QC'
system that uses existing data purees to the extent
poisible

a
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,

The implications of thebla recommendations are .also con-
,

sidered for these procedural issues:,
r. ,..-

The rationale for the Stage Two QC-study

The desirability of-a general QC. methodology

Key areas for QC subsystem developmerits

Further discussi f these issues will be necessary as the

41

Stage TwO study pro esees. At the present time, it is essential

that approval be givin for the interviews of ED personnel so that

the Stage Two study can proceed.

4,
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INTRODUCTION

Quality control (QC) systems are esseetal to the sound

management of.Federal'student assistance programs. This is,

especiilly true_ for the Pell Grant Program, one of the largest

and moist= prae/to error and abuse. The annual overpayment ~in the
,

Fell program, due to various institutional, student, and proces-

sor erroti, is estimated to be in excess of $300 million. The

development of a QC system for the Pell program'is complicated by

these factors: .I

The delivery system is subject to cbange as a. result of
administrative or legislative-action. '

The current delivery syitem is already. 'in operation and
involves an extremely large numberof priiary actors.,

.

. .

Many 49kthe potential avenues for corrective action in
tae .current system only recently have been identified
as a result of the Stage tine td study. of

-------)

-,QC ObjectilVes for the Pell Program is

'This paper proposes .a cohaeptuarframework for the develop-

ment -94E' a QC systemfor the. Fell Grant Program. Recognizing the

constraints now evident, the development objectives of 'the pro-

posed QC sys4n are to: 0.
0

Reduce error, fraud, and abuse in the current Fell
Grant Program.

Maintain flexibility for adding new components to the
QC system and for adapting to changes in the Pell Grant'
delivery system.

Pilot test the QC system components-in a,reasonable
time Frame.,

a Develop sound system development methodologx for the
Pell Grant Qd system.

if
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Definition of Quality. Control

, Quality control, while essential to almost any'enterprisa,

is ambiguous and ,difficult to.dtsfine pricisely becauAe, as a ,con-

cept,:it is applicable to such a we range of activities. The

essential element of a QC system; in either an industrial.or

social service setting,.ls the capability of detecting, prevent-,

ing, and correcting errors or any

occurs in an operational setting.'

recognition that:

tendency toward errors that

Implicit in this definition is

It is essential to set standards for the output of a
system.

1

Standards must incorporate technical specifications
presdribed by the provider of the 'service (or product)
sand expected by the recipient (orNconsum01.

A system-for monitoring standards and correcting errors
is necessary for the implementation of an effective QQ
system.

Thy purpose of a QC'elistem-is to increase the effi
cimency and effectiVeness of the delivery system by
reducing costly errors and increasing pie -quality of
services (or products). ,

, ,

.

* -1*

TM STAGE TWO= STUDY
.-, N

During Stage One of-the QC. study,' Technology
t.

.
. .

.

examined the, applicability of quality controA.concepts- and pro-
6 % .

cedures;io student financial assistance programs, in oider to 1

develop a OC'coolhcept for the Pell prcigeam. -The pros)ect team
, . .

o, ! Reviewed relevant literature or industrial and
governmental QC Itystema ,and practices'

.

Interviewed QC personnel from five sacial service
agencies .operating at 'the Federal, state, and local
levels

a

I-
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Conducte a workshopidiscussion,with,these personnel
and ED stiff

41\

Purposes of the SiUd we Aid tic System
10

From Stage One activities, a working concept of quziiity con-
.

trot was developed foit\ student financial assist ce program4,
-

particulatly the Peli Grant Program. It is eilentiel that a QC

system for student assistance. oprogram _enable ED to:
0

Develop standards and measures for monitoring the
delivery-of.student aid..

:

Measure performance of student aid dellVery against
specified measures.

Determine ,and monitor errors in eligibility delermicna-
tion and award. prOcesSing.'

Identify sources and probable causes-of error to plan
corrective actions.

Develop
Tart of

Develop
redblts

corrective action procedures .is an iintegral
the processing functions.

standards and measures for monitoring that,
of corrective actions.

Ensurethit various actors (e.g., processors oeipsti-
tutions),,are operating in accordance with specified
procedures, regulations, and tandards.

.

Report appropriate OC,information to ED personnel on a
timely basis. -

This will make it necessary for ED to develop QC procedures

performed on an,ongoing basis as the award prpcess is taking-
..

(front end) and onia audit basis. after the award process

ebehas completed back endi. PI= the Pell Grant Program, it is

desirable that front- nd procedures be developed to reduce the

amount of error prior to the disbursement of funds. It it; also

necessary to have a back -end component.to ensure that these
1 ,

. 1
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cotrections have actually taken placee_as.well as to perform

anal9mis anddevelop corrective actions for future years.

Conceptual Model for the 'QC System' A

At this early time it is not possible to'provide a detailed
4

conceptua9. model of th? Pell OC system, since this is a an objec-.

tive of"the Stage °two study. 'However,` it is po4sible to concep-

tualize the basic components of such a system. Conceptually, a

OC system foe the Pell program would combine a core OC Management

Information.System COCMIS) for monitoring and tratking the award

process with a series of subsystems for the major actors in the

awei4 process: theprocessor, OSFA (Central and' Regional),. insti-
.

tutions and students 'The subs ystems mould both monitor perfor-
mance against standards sand determine error levels within, each

buteystem. A simplified conceptual model' is illustrated in

Figure 1.

Steps in,' Building a QC System ,

In practi e there could- be more.Allan. theme four.subsysiems.

Each subsyst must interface with both Manual .and autokated.

systems and therefore :,mist combine- iementa of both. The devel.

t

opment of a OC syst for the, Pell 4rograrn Willbe a complex

, Detailed analysis.oi the Pell. delivery system

vDeelopment of a concv:tal. model for an overall OC.
mystem

Processr6qui,ring:

Systematic'dpvelopment of OC 'subsystems that integrate
into. the defivery iyetem.

Development of a- central monitoring and. tracking sys-
tem, the. OC' Malhagement Information System COCMIS1

4'
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GENERIC APPROACHES TO pi_ SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

To set the Stage for ED decisions about the design and

development of the Pell Grant.Qual ty Control System, it is

important to coniider.twoleneric approaches'to QC' system

opment. Both appioaches are applicable to procedures already

developed. The first is characterized as the compsehensive

approach, the second as the strategic or modular approach. They

are summarized and compared in the following sections.

C

f

The comprehensive approach assumes that anything that can go

wrong with the operating system will go wrong; therefore, it is

important to'identify every possible error in the system.and

design corrective procedures. The basic steps involved in this-
....

approach are outlined as follows (with the applicition of each

step to the Pell Grant program considered in parentheses).

Identify the major subsystems of the programs (for .

Pell-Grants this-would include, eligibility determina-
tion,. award processing, fund disbursements, and so
forth). ,

,i,

Identify the major actors or components for each sub-
system (formthe.eligibility subsystem this would
include students/parents, institutions,,Pell proces-.

sors).

For each actor in each subsystem, identify acceptable
ttandards of possible errors in the system (for stu-
dents-andparents in the eligibility system subsystem
this will include identification of standards for
application errors).

ft, Define measures for each set of standards, (this would
include identification of data elements and proceduFes
for information collection).

ft
J
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/ \

Determine the components of each subsystem that merit
development and inclusion inthe QC ustem (eyaluate
the feasibility ,of including the various informat,ion
sources in ,a OC data base). =0

1

, , .
o. 'Proceed with system.development'on the select subsystem

.

(design and develop procepures for implementatibriked
selected components of each.subsystem).

For the Pell Grant Program, the comprehensive approach

would result 131 an elaborate QC system that imposed new data col-

lection procedures on top of the already existing system. It

would permit the development of .a separate/or stand -alone QCMIS.

Xt could also be used to produce QC manuals for training ED
a.

personnel (Centeal and Regional) and institutional represents -"

tives in the practice of QC in the Pell Grant and other student

-ai,d programs. lo the extent_ that tke:system.used automated data

collection and analysis procedures, it Would be labor.'intinsive

since an entirely new set of procedures.would be needelffor each

component -of subsystemr-and Sophisticated data base manage,.

ment procedures May be needed centrally, depending on how much of.

the system is eventually implemented._

Sirateglic Approach

This approach assumes that the major sources of ,error in the
r,

Pell GraBt Program can be identified and that corrective action

should-be made, in these areas through the development of modular

overall QC system. The basic stepi involvd in

act' are outlined as follows (with applications'

to the4eli program).

4. 7. 12
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41 Identify Aajor sources of error in the program (for the
Pell Grant Program this was.accomplished'in the Stage, One QC stUdy) .

Conduct a functional analysis of the operating system,
including information requirements, linkage.structures.,
and breakdown pdints (identify the places in the system
where corrective action should te taken and monitor'-
progress). . . _ , .

V

'/ .
.

.

Conceptuaiize a QC system with modular co6p6neni's
designed to correct and monitor error prone functions
(conceptual. system design would consider modular sub-
systems that interface,the QCMIS with subsystems of the
Pell Grant system, e.g., Processors PIMS).

Select and prioritize modular'subsystems for-develop-
ment,(identify time frame for.Specificationss-design,
de ments and installation of each selected sub-
sy

Proceed with. sYSte ,development for selected subsys-
tems(esg., develop - rOcedures and systems manuals,
user manuals, systbm specifications,' and software spec
ifications, as necessary),

.

Perform system tests on modular subsystems its...they
completed (this would be .determined as tithe work sched-
ule wars .developed' and approved).

Foe the Fell Grant Program, the strategic approach to QC

developMent'would permit the incremental implementation and test-

ing of modular -01C subsystems designed speciffoally to reduce

errors in the system. The modular approach could also permit the

use of up-to-date,electronic technology utilizing preexisting

data sources, where appropriate, -rather thin'developinf new data

sources and reporting procedures. In other instancesit might

result in more systematic/analysis afid.reporti4 on data cur-

rently reported.- The principal advantage of the modular design

Is the use of preexisting data sources s-with enhanced. reporting

4'

8 13.
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and monitoring capabilities HoweVer, in some

iimaication itlF error) new data Sources would

Evaluation

areas (e.g.,

be needed.

This,section compares the cbmprehinsiver and strategic

"approaches to OCAystemleVelopment using the following objec-

tives of the piobo'sed OCwsystem as evaluative criteria.

Reduce Error in the Pell Grant Program

Maintain Flexibility to Add Additional Programs

. o. . Pilot Test QC System _Components

Produce .Sound QC Methodology

The two approaches vary in-their potential for reducing

errots, particularly the overpayments identified itiLthe oc study

Stage 'One. The comprehensive' approach wouldJbuild in an elabo-
k

rate procedure for identifying all possib14,errorgibut woull also

introduce complicating -factors such as possible overemphasis on

less important issues and time delays in monitoring key factors

e to the implementation and operation of new data collection

/ procedures. 'his would severely constrain the implementation of

front -end, corrective actions. The strategic approach would- be

targeted at critical problems in the design stages-it would also

attempt to use, wherever possible, preexistipg data sources.
1

This would ensure,that systems development work would be targeted
o

at the, most critical problems and minimize the time delays

required in obtaining timely information.' This approach could

also be +oriented toward front-end and back-end correction.



I

'Therefore, the strategic approach would maximize the potential

for reducing program posts.

The two approaches also-vary considerably iii their flexi-

biliinalvo,ams to the QC system.' With the

Comprehensive system it is possible to tepeeX the...same proce-
.

dure for .other student aid programs or to modify the system and

data correction procedures to include other student aid programs.
,

In contrast, the strategic approach could be targeted at whatever

parts of the itudent aid system ED decided to add. It would be

possible; depending on the conceptual design finally selected;

either.to create new modular subsystems to an overall integrated

0C system or to create. new parallel systems for the other pro-
,

grams. In fact, -the design of new subsystems could be staged to

coincide with changes in the delivery system.

The strategic approadh would also provide ED with the oppor-

tunity to pilot test QC, system components at kn earlier stage in

the process. Inherent in the comprehensive approach is the

design of pew data collection procedures that involves defining

new data elements and devising new collection procedures, which

takes time to implement and test. The strategic approach empha-
. r,

sizes the use of existing data sources, a time saving procedure,

and the phased development of QC subsystems. This should allow.

for pilot testing components of the OC.system earlier in the

development process.

Both approaches would produce sound QC methodologies but

would. have different- results with respect to the type of

10 15
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methodology develope0 and Peed. The comprehensive approach would

result in the same methodology,being applied to each subsystem of

the Pell program, with critical subsystem components receiving

more attention 'than less critical ;:theSJSinceii is an chabC)rate

system _review proeesi, an elaborate and well-defined procedurk

would be necessary. it is Possible .to .apply the' same procedure

to other student aid programs. The strategic' approachwould have

to use sound system development procedures in the conceptual

development of the.QC system and moddlar subsystems.' As a part

of the overall functional analysis, th9 contractor wodid evaluate

the value of the QC procedures already in use, for example, Jrn
0:1 -

manuals currently distributed to institutions, before developing

new prodedures. _Therefore, the procedures developed as a result

of the project would be specifically oriented toward the existing

system. ,but. the procedures used for the entire pkoject-would.be

applicable to all Title IV programs. I

. In summary, -given the objectives of the QC system, design and

testing phase of the Stage Two QC Study 'of the Pell Grant Pro-
/ .

gram, the strategic .approach to s stems development increases the

prospect of:

'Reducing errors in'the Pe 1 program

Adding new Title. IV programs to the'QC system

Pilot testing QC components earlier in the study

Developing a-sound generalized methodology

At a recent Meetklig do the QC system design, DOA officials

expressed a desire to achieve these ends. Advanced Technology .



concurs with this emphasis .and recommends tNit the strategic

approach be used in the Stage Two study. The-approach can be

easily adapted to the August 1981 work statement.(see Appendix
4

I). t

SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS

-1,14e it is neither'posSible nor desirable at this early

1/40tageito provide a detaileddesCription of what the QC system

wild actually,include, sincethis.is an objective of the QC

system design and testing project now underway, it is.importadt

to spedulate about that the QC system might look like and how it

will interface with the Pell delivery system: It is particularly

difficult, without undertaking the :functional anallikis of the

P411vdelivery system, to specify the extent to which the OCMIS

will be amanual.or:automated system and the extent: to which it
.

will use new or existing data soures. Two issues help distin-

guish between optional configurations \or the QC system:

The extent to which the new system'is manual or
automated

The use of new br existing data sources

These issues can be used to generate four discrete configuration

options. The criteria used to evaluate these options are:

Feasibility of the system design (Can it be done?)

Potentia.,1 for-redyring error. (Will it save money?)

Developmental costs (How much?)

Interface-with the delivery system (Will it work?)

+at

12
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I

At this point, consideratiOn of the actual configuration oi

I

4

the QC system is speculative. However, it. is possible to outline

and compaie .a few options, using theseA as evaluative criteria..
-V ,

Asa part of the system development,project, a rigorous and
.

.

detailed analysis is necessary.. At this time however-, a brief

analysis is called' for to potnt out the types of decisions ED

will confrodkin a relatiVely shorts"period of time.
/-

Option. 1: Manual E9iancements

It is possible to develop a OC,system. that essentially pro-

vides manual enhancements to the existing Pell delivery. system.

In this case the system development activity, would include

.detailed specification of report g requirements for each of the

major actors in the Pell Gra Ilogram. The reports would be

entered into a filing system in the Divisin of Quality Assurance

and used as a means of monitoring a tracking progress on cer-

'41 tain key areas identified" during the s tem development process._

Either the comprehensive or the strategic proach to the system

development (outlined above) could be used to develop the manual

.enhancements, although the comprehensive approach is easiest to

adapt to this, option. The major problems with this option are

that it would add to the reporting burden of the major actors and

that excessive time delays woulci.be built into the system.
a

(Option 2: Combined Manual/Automated QC System Using New Data
Source

4

This option would essentially take the above-stated concept

an additional step. Where appropriate data colleqted through

I
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QC Process. could be automated, some files440uld be acc 1 ble for

automated analysis and reportin4. ,Othersl'perticulariy periodic

summary Deports using aggregated data, Would remain manual. Com-

pared to Option ft,this option would go an extra step, using\

automated technology 'as appropriate within the framework of ore-

ating a new data, collection system. It has the 4tential of pre.-

data on a someidhat more timely, basis, but it would 'provide

an additional layer of re Porting on top of the existing delivery

system. It would use either system development approach but is

more adaptable to the comprehensfve approach.

Option 3: Combined Mihual/Automated gip System Uilng Existing
p,te(Sources

(This option would ha e some of the same features as Option 2
....but would emphasizelnalyels existing data sources in new ways

rather than development of entirely new data collection proce-

durtils. This would involve utilizing, where appropriate data the

major actors currently generateer that could be generated rela-

tively easily through modifiiation of current ioractice. In some

instances thia"might involve reporting progress in corrective
, 4

Ictione and in the speed of handlinfPcertain types of problems.

For example, if the IRS Form 1040-cross-check were built into the

Pell processor contract, a system for monitoring and reporting on

this activity could be built in as, well. This a roach would be

:flexible enough to add other student assistance p °grams as

necessary. In this way. a QCMIS subsystem couldie constructed

.04iat dealt with critital points 4n1 the deliver* system. This



option would be most adaptable to the strategic Approach to OC

system, development.

Option 4: Fully utomated Integrated O-C System Using Existing
Data Sources

.

This option would take the approach just Identified to the

fullest possible .degreiofAsystem automation. Such an option

would integrate the core OCMIS with systqms that interface with

the major actors' operating systems. Monitoring, comparing

results to sppcific standards, taking routine corrective aetiond,

and reporting could be built into theesystem. Such an approach

would be dependent on automation of most compOnentsOf the Pelt

dellyeryttstem. Other student aid progians eould be-integrated
ft

into the system, depending orA
t
tether and how the, student assis-

.,

tance delivery system was eventually redesigned. This 'option

could use_a variation of either the strategic or the compreben-

sive approach to systems development but would have to be done in

combination with the redesign of the entire delivery system.

. Assessment
R 4,

A functional analysis of the Pell Grant system is required

I

to fully evaluate these,options. In the absence of such an anal-

ysis, only preliminary judgments are considiSid. Once the fund-

tional analysis of the progra0 is complete, it will.be possible

to develop these and/or other options in greater detail, in Which

case it will,be possile to provide .a detailed evaluation. Table

1 summarizes the preliminary assessment of the four generalized

Options. This assessment uses the evaluation criteria just

identified.

( 15 20
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Description

. * yi

OPtTION I

Manual QC System with
New Data-Sources

t
.114"

I

sibiltty Modirate (Can be
fmpleminted
ting delivery System--

manual analysis may
take too long to be
useful.)

Potential- for Low (Delays b4ilt into
Reducing.Error ii0brting-limit moni-

torfng front-end cor-
rective action.
Implementation may net
lead a error reduc-
tion.)

Developmental
Costs

Moderate (Requires
deveTopi ng entirely
new system.)

Interface With Not Integrated (Result
Delivery . is creatfon of, nek,

1"- SyStem parallei.system.)

f.

21

TAINE 1

PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF
QC SYSTEM OPTIONS

1

. OPTION 2

-Combined Aqtomated/
Manual QC System with
'New Data Sources

.

Plgh (Can ..be imple-

mented with existing
delivery system.)

Moderate '(Delays .

built into reporting
.limit monitoring
front-end corrective
action.)

High (Relkiirres devel-
oping ent ely new
system.)

(

Not Integrated
Pisult is creation
of new, .parallel*

systpm.)

OPTION 3.

Combined Automated/
Manual QC System
with Existing Data
Spumes

High (Can beimple-
mented with existing
delivery system sys-
tem.)

High (Integrated
approach' permits
monitoring front-end
corrective action.)

OPTION 4

Fully. Automated, Inte-
grated QC System

Low (Requires delivery
iYitem redesign.)

High (Integrated
approach permits imont.
toring front-end c
rective action.)

Moderate (Uses exis- Unknown (Included in
ting data to the . delivery system redep
extent possible.) sign which would be

costly.)

Par ai
su

1 Integrated
s Integra-

tion of QC subsystbms
with Pell delivery_
system;)

/Fully Integrated
- (Result is full inte-

gration of QC into
Pell delivery system.)
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On the basis of this preliminary assessment it is possible

to %make an ipitial judgment about Tcch QC system opt4on is most

desirable. Option 1 would probably have relatively mode : 5

results, with respect to its Potential forreducin4 error, and

moderate developmental costs: it would not be integrated With the,

delivery system- Option 2 would increase the potential for

reducing error an the developmental costs. Option 3 hal:C/111h

potential for reducing-error, would require moderate develop.,

mental costs compared to Options 2 hnd 4, and would Tie. partially,
4

integrated into the delivery system. Option hil eying the.!
.

highest potential for4reducing error,.does not ap e 2easible at

4 present time. As "e Stage Twd'OC study pr however,

it could be further ev4luated as part of the deliv y system

redesign. Of the four options, Option 3, a combined automated/

manual system using existing data sources, appears to be the most
1/4

desirable CC delivery system configuration.

Whilithe preliminary. assessment indicated that Option 3 is

the desirable configuration for the Pell Grant 'QC, a full evalua-

tion of which configuration ii q... St desirable will not be pos-

sible until the functional analysis is complete at the end of

Task 5. However, it appears that .a dombinedmanual/automated QC

system using existing data sources i) desirable. It is-also

bighlI'compatible with the strategic approach to QC system

development.

4



.CONCLUSfOgS AND IMPLXCATIONS

4
On the basis pf thp analysis, it appears that:

.

The strategic'approaCh to QC system development should
be,.used to design and test the Pell Grant QC system.

Rased on i preliminary assessment, a combtned auto-
. matedimanuaZ QC configuration using existing data

sources would be the soundest system disign
alternative.

\

It is 'also important to coneider the implications of these

findings for the design. and development of a QC system for the

Pell Grant Program. Thye other practical issues confront the

project:

The rationale or the Stage Two study'

The development of a generalized QC methodology

Determination of which QC subsystem should have the
highest priority for development

C

These issues have emerged as a result of the February ,12, ,

1982, discussions between: Advanced Technology and DQA. The-fol.

low ing i' a review of their conclusions.

00
Raonale for QC System Development

.MbAle existing documents establish the parameters for the QC
1 '

system design and-testing of the Stage Two QC project, e)spectally

the wort statement for Stage Two, there is a need for greater

.clarity about the rationale for these activities: Two factors

coiztribute to thii; issue:

Recent'changes in the, Department of Education relative
to the eventual redesign of the student financial
assistance delivery system

.

The recent completion and dissemination of the 6tage,
One report_on corrective actions to the Pell Grant
delivery system
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There appears to be a velative34 high pfobability

inithe student financial assiimance deliveiy sygtem in

of change

the not-

too-distant tuttiretlitecently five senio .014-Vel task forces were

initiated by ED to examine major a'spec

aid,delivety system, includingituality'contrOI assd deleivtirysys-

0

he student financial

teiL redesir% srtile the current' Pell Grant delivery, system is .

not likely to undergo major revision in the short tem, there is

a significant possibilitk.for mbnor changes,in the*hort term and,
7

major changes in the medflom term, three to five years. To

the eXtent possible under thi exising Contract, the Advanced

Technology project team is interested in modifying the system

design and testing part of the -Stage Two QC to meet the-changing

needs. of ED. This will require_ flexibility in the system deVel-
.

opment approach used during Stage. Two,-an issue considered

, earlier, as wellas recognition that the QC project now faces a

different situation than it did,a year and a half ago when the

piOject began. Our assumptions abqut how .this situation will

influInce the QC-study are:

The QC system should be designed for the current Pell
delivery system, which should remain relatively stable
during the net three to five years.

The QC system
subsystems on
entire system

design project should.develop and test
a 'priority basis rather-than test the
at the end .of the project.

Sublystems can be developed after the conceptual desig
i phase of the project is completed.

11.

N e The Conceptual design for the QC system should maintain
flexibility to adapt to .a changing Pell Grant delivery
system.

19 25



The QC system design, to the extent possible, should be
adaptable to the eventual inclusion of other Title IV
apsitstance programq.. .

The.QC system can, be viewed as an effort to develop and
'pilot test some'guality control and)porrective action
methodologies that could event,pally b incorporated
into a new studept assistance delivery system.

Siage.One of theOuility Control Study identified a wide

range of recammendatipni.for corrective actions in the Pell-Grant

d&ivery system. The report_Considered _both mechanical actions"
a

to make marginal changes in 'the current delivery,syetem and major
*c .

structural changes,inAhwuey Pell grants and othevrederai aid

are delivered to students. These changes were considered for:

The applicant and application component

The institutional component,:,

Processor compOnent

To the'extent possible, theconceptual design of the QC

system should facilitate the implementation of tilese,recommenda--

tions, especially.the mechanical actions. The major struc-

tural changes are subject ta policy deliberations in the Depart-

ment and.therefore cannot be anticipated. HoWever, the QC system

design effort 0111 maintain flexibility relative to these and

other structural'changes.

- These interrelated factors- -the prospect for change in the

student aid delivery system_ and the recent .completion of the

Stage One QC study recommending corrective actionsprovide a
f

major input tp our. ongoing deliberation with ED about the,OC
A

system deNielopment activities. A primary concern of the project

team is that the deliverables developed during the project be
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H
( 0'
5).

Wieful to theDepartmeni'of Education, not call for an exhaustive
, .

'effort to develop' a .rull-bloWn system that will 'havi a shdrt life
,,, .

,it is tMplement d.' This situation is a key factor in 0=

effort to,#dalta e Twd of the project to meet the changing

nde;gi'ihe-DepartMent.

General Methodology

The methodological aspects of the system development phase

of Stage Two are critical to the 'success of the project. "In

fact, the methodology, cosponeni could be one of the most impor-

tant projects of Stage Two. 'In discussions on Stage Two, DQA

personnel expreskeed interest in a general QC mgthodology that

1 could be used for training purposes and adapted to-diverse organ-
,

izational settings. A large number of actors, including many of

the approximately 6,000 institutions, need, to improve QC prac-,

tides. A general `QC methodology could be disseminated through

the QSFA/D0A.

Advanced Technology can explore the possibility of and need

for a generalized QC methodology as part of the,functiOnal.anal-

ysis. It will be necessary to review.documents now disselinated

to institutions to evaluate whether QC methodology is already

covered 4p these documents. rf not, ten the systems design

activities could be modifit'td to include this.

One viable strategy for achleving this Would be to adapt a

proven MIS planning and evaluation methodolbgy to a general QC*

methodology. Detailed specification could be for Specific

organizational settings, ranging froM large universities with
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automated financial aid systems to small.lnstitutions with manual

systems. The top-down approach to MIS planning and evaluation,

pioneerd originally by IBM, has been widely adapted to )IS plan-

ning problems for both manual and automated ififormation systems.

This method emphasizes:

Top-down MIS planning with the\, possibility of bottOk-up
implementation

Viewing data as a resource and an information system as
a support for functional processes-

Aproven, -structured methodology for S assessment and
evaluation

The combined top-odown, bottom-up technique is highly cam-.

patible with the modular approach considered earlier. The metho-

dology requires adherence to a procedure which generally includes

the following 'six stepi, the actual elements of each varying

accordirig to. which adaptation of the procedure is used.

Survey of current systems

Functional analysis of (management_ requirement's

**stem conceptualization

System design

System `installation ,

If the strategic approadh is adopted, then these basic pro-

cedural steps will be used by Advanced Technology
jn the QC

design and testing activity. A generalized methodology based on

this procedure.could be developed, with appropriate instrumenta-

tion and detailed specifications for different organizational

environnmeriti. Cvrently the project is entering the functional

analysis step As a part of this :step, AdVanccd Technology can



Amvaluatethe,need for a generalized methodology; If ED con-

sidered it desirable to have such a methOdologyfl.it could be

developed-ae part df.the. system Conceptualization phase. This

issue will regUire more discussion between Advanced-Technology'

and the MA.

Ley Areas for Subs stem ?eve lopm nt

At this time it is difficult to move beyond.the initial con-

ceptualization of the QC system Mitre I), since the funCtional

analysis has not been completed and the system conceptualiza

ifon has not yet been initiated. Rowever it is important to add

some initial ssions aboUt what' might -be include41 in the

system to:

Provide a framework for the system development process.

or -Provide basis for discussion between Advanced
Technology and the MA about priorities for system
development. .

As the earlier discussion indicated, QC system

could have four basic subsystems:

OSPA subsystem

Institutional subsirsiem

Application processor subsystem

Sttident (applicant) subsystem

It is important'to facilitate a dialogue about system.

development priorities. A brief desCription of Whatmight-bp

included in each subsystem is included in Appendix II. 7hese

descriptions will no doubt be modified as the project evolves.
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I

Summary

This paper has identified and analyzed several decisive

issues that need clarification and resolution. Two of these

issues mast be resolved in order-to-proceed wit2i the QC- system

design.' Their resolution will help provide a framework.for'this

activity. Based on this analysis, Advanced TeChnolOgY

reconmendsi

A strategic appioadk for the development of the QC4 system

Pending the completion of the functional analysis, a
combined manualiautoMated OC system uaingpexisting- data
sources

Procedural issues are also raised and addressed in this

paper. While difinitivei.answers are not recniired at this,time,

dialogue about them can clarify the Stage Two system.development

effort. TEte issues- are:

. The, :hanging rationale for the Stage Two study

The devellopment of a generglized QC methodology

Priorities. for QC subsystem development

In this, Section we have suggested a framework for resolving
ti

S

.(

',these issues and hdpe that our analysis will help "-focus future

discussions about the OC study:

"24
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APPENDIX I

QC SYSTEM DELIVERABLES/SCHEDULE-

ITEM

Management 06jectives and M'
Standards

Operational Enviionment and
g4sourcee Report

Potential QC Linkagl with Other
Title XV Piograms

4.. Functional Requirements and
Conceptual Design

System/SubsystAt Specification*5.

*6. Preliminarylmplementation 'Plate

7. Data Base Specifications/Data
Element Dictionary

IAtelface Requirements and
Specifkcationd

Detailed Specification'and Test
Plan

8

Detailed'Apileientation/installa-
tion Schedule

Convertion,Plan

*12 /Draft Proqissor User Manual

*13. , effFinal User Manual0.

DATE DUE,

March 15, 1982

April 16, 1982)

4

July 31c 1982

May 31, 1982

August 2, 1982

August 16, 144

September 1, 1982

September 15,.1982

October 15,'1982

November 15,

4.b

1982

November 15, 1082

December 8, 1982

Dec emits 31, 1983

*If the strategic. approach is selected by OSFA, the Deliver-
ables /Schedule will. be based on OSPA component prioritie%.
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APPENDIX II

PRELIMINARY QC SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS

. osrh Subsystem

-) 'Control of funds for the Pell Grant Program, as well as the

accounting of institutional expenditures, is accomplished through

the. Pell Grant Program information and Monitoring System (PIMS].
1

This system is the responsibility of the Division of Program,
a

Operations EDPO]. Funds are initially authorized (budgeted) to

aindividUal institutions through the nnual initialization pro-

cc,. Institutions request modifications to the aahorization

via progress repor)is stOmitted each October, February', and June.

As needed, institUtionesubmit ad hoc press reports. These/

reports also include expqnditures to-date which are processed by

PIMS. Student Eligibility Reports ESERsJ for individual retip-

tents are submitted with the progreps repore an?processed

through the PIMS SER subsystem. Funds are disbursed to insti.tu-
-

tions via EDFMIS and EDPMTS systems after validation of institu-

tions' retests against PIMS authOrization level.

ThesOSPAtsubsystem to the QCMIS could integrate quality con-

trol procedures on these processes into the Pell Grant Quality

Control System after discussion with DPO personnel. Possible

automated Quality' Control procedures includes
_

4

4,- Early warning reports when overoll irnstitutional
authorizationi exceed stated percdritages of the prog am ,

"' budget

2.6



"Early warning reports" When individual institution
expenditures exceed stated percentages of.the-author-
ization

Monthly reconciliatign ot PIMS expenditures with the
disbur!ement oysters

Timelinets audits Of PIMS:proceLing

Coaparison of PIMS SEA subsystem data with processor
data

Institutional Subsystem

OSFA currently monitors institutions..through the Division of

'Certification and Program Review CDCPAL This-division conducts

Program Reviews an&reviews Financial Aid Audits of Postsecondary

Institutions. The audits are performed by dither independent

auditors, institutional ,internal' auditors, or state auditors.

comprehensive audit guide for the. Pell Grant Program heel:leen

developed jointly by the American Institute of .Certified Public

Accountants EAICPA) And ED. All postimcondary institutions

participating in the Pell Grant Prograi eire,required tofhave a

biennial audit covering two years or annual audits. Results of

these audits are forwarded to ED's 10 regionaloffices.for

xeview.

These monitoring procedures are back-end qyality control -*

,procedures that could be integrated into the Pell Grant Quality

Control System. Our strategy for integration of these existing

1:rocedursdkregine with discussions with DCPR and selected ED
I

Regional Offices. These discussions will enable the project team

analysts to fully enders the procedures and existing informs-

. tion flow. We could the recommend modifications to:

ti 33
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Enhance the existing program re$riew process, as
required.

'Modify existing information flow-to integrate Program
Review results into the Pell Grunt Quality Control
system:

Develop information flow to-integrate results of Finan-
cial Aid Audits into .the Pell Grant Quality Control
System.

Additionally, the Pell Grant Quality Control System could

eventually provide OSFA with: .

A "front-end" warning list of institutrons that have
not thibmittr audits

Selection of institutions for piggram revi w, based on
error prone prof ling

Pell Processor Subsystem

While the processor does not/contribute significantly to the

errors in the Pell program, there is room for improvement in tA4s,

aspect of the delivery system. The tore of the processor comp-

nent of the&QC system is complicated by unresolved issues such as

'the-possibility of including an IRS check for income and possible

family support in the processor contractor. In spite of these"

uncert.yeties it is possible to specify ytareas of the procesa

sqr functions that can be reviewed in order to:

, -Develop an automated processor subsystem as part of the
00 system.

Develop new QC specifications for the Pell processor
contract.-

These issues deserve exploration as they relate to the

automated and menial functions of the Pell proceis. For fixample.

the automated subsystem could includes

28 34



A system for testing and monitoring all possible errors
-1,in the processor system
lb,a,-

b

-.11outinereports on the number of apPlications and the
time .required to issue. SERB to students

-Boutine reports.to identify atudents matching error
prone profiles

Several hundred people are involved in the processing of

Pell applications. Advanced Technology could examine the possi- '

bility of introducing stricter OC'procedures in this function.

This could result in a mechanism for monitoring the cost of the

processor contract Which might be incorporated into the RFP for
".

the procesSor contract. The essential elements might be:

Clear definition of every step of apiplication proces-
sing and development of detailed instructions for each
icontingency

Identification of controls for each'kelstep'to ensure ?
applications are:. not lost, misplaced,' or delayed

Elimination of duplicatop of effort by streamlining the
process

Setting of tilits,4tandards for mailing SERB and estab-
lishingmonitoring procedures

Student (Applicant) Subsystem

The student subsystem is the most difficult to conceptualize

without conducting the functional analysis. In practice, 'the

subsystem will probably involve a direct-interface between the

processor system and the PIMS to ensure, to the extents possible.

funds ar disburied to students (throufh their institutions) in a .

proper manner. These could be handled through routine reports
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from the existing system or the development of an automated sub-
..

system that would.-perform a variety of cross-checks of student

files.

It is possible to create a, student subsystem to monitor

front-end corrective actions by the Pell processor and perform

back-end follow -- through' with P4MS and ADS disbureements' Such a

system' would be especially useful if the IRS check were,
art %
into the Pell contract. If this were the case-it would

built

bye pos -

sible for the student Subsyt;tem to inborporate the following

steps:
M,

,e Develop dual data entry of the Pell application and the
IRS 1040 (if submitted with application)

Develop'" separac.e edit checks .on to'reduce
key entry erro

o Machine cbeek for IRS match with SER

Monitor IRS check with routine summary reports to psrA
(could b$ transmitted electronical4y)

Create a QC student file with corrected SER information
(this could be done by DQA)

Match of the QC student file with the rims SER subsys-
tem;to check flagged students

Eventually incorporate back-end review and audit of the
student rile with the current validation procedure
(could be done by ED` regional offi

A student subsystem generated by the award processor and
4

cross-checked with PIMS could potentially provide a system for

routinely monitoring ezrora and identifying areas for corrective

action. It `might also use darraPfram other giources, such as the:.
4s

Social Security Administration, to enhance the potential of the

, QC system to identify errors.

3
0
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